“Merging Results Is No Easy Task”: An International Survey Study of Collaborative Data Analysis Practices Among UX Practitioners
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ABSTRACT
Analysis is a key part of usability testing where UX practitioners seek to identify usability problems and generate redesign suggestions. Although previous research reported how analysis was conducted, the findings were typically focused on individual analysis or based on a small number of professionals in specific geographic regions. We conducted an online international survey of 279 UX practitioners on their practices and challenges while collaborating during data analysis. We found that UX practitioners were often under time pressure to conduct analysis and adopted three modes of collaboration: independently analyze different portions of the data and then collaborate, collaboratively analyze the session with little or no independent analysis, and independently analyze the same set of data and then collaborate. Moreover, most encountered challenges related to lack of resources, disagreements with colleagues regarding usability problems, and difficulty merging analysis from multiple practitioners. We discuss design implications to better support collaborative data analysis.
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• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Usability testing is a frequently employed user-centred design method for detecting usability problems [25, 110]. Despite being effective and useful, analyzing usability test sessions can be tedious, challenging, and time-consuming [12, 25, 29, 81]. When analyzing usability test sessions, user experience (UX) practitioners often need to attend to multiple behavioral signals in both the visual and audio channels of the recordings and conduct several tasks (e.g., look at user’s actions, listen to user’s verbalizations, and write their own annotations) simultaneously [12]. Furthermore, UX practitioners working in industry often face time pressure to deliver their analysis results [25, 29, 64]. Consequently, it is not uncommon that UX practitioners might miss important usability problems or misinterpret them [26, 38].

To address these challenges, UX practitioners are recommended to analyze data collaboratively to increase the completeness and reliability [25, 29, 30]. By bringing different perspectives from multiple practitioners together, collaboration could help overcome the “evaluator effect” [38]—a common phenomenon where different UX practitioners may uncover or interpret usability problems and their severity levels differently. Unfortunately, fewer than 30% of UX practitioners have a chance to collaborate with others to analyze the same usability test session due to practical constraints, such as limited resources [29]. Even if they do collaborate, they often have to put together an ad-hoc set of tools to support their analysis of test sessions and collaboration [25, 64].

To better understand how UX practitioners work in practice, researchers conducted various studies in the past decades [25, 30, 64, 81, 93]. While informative, these studies were typically based on small data samples (e.g., interview with eleven UX practitioners...
Our work is motivated and informed by prior work on UX analysis practices, and collaborative data analysis among UX practitioners.

2.1 Analysis of Data Collected from Usability Test Sessions

Usability is defined as the extent to which a system enables users to achieve goals effectively, efficiently and with satisfaction, based on the intended context of use [43]. To improve system usability, UX practitioners must identify and address usability problems that users may encounter. Examples of usability evaluations include observations, cognitive walkthroughs, interviews, focus groups, heuristic evaluations, and usability testing [79]. The most frequently employed method for detecting such problems is through usability testing [25]. This is due to strong evidence that usability testing is effective in a wide variety of usage scenarios [81].

While usability testing has been shown to be effective and useful across various methods and domains, conducting sound usability testing is challenging. In addition to the challenges practitioners face during data collection [22, 81], they need to use a variety of tools to record the session for later analysis. All participants in an exploratory study on usability testing reported they video-record the session and take notes during the session [30]. Similarly, in other surveys of UX practitioners, 100% [29] and 89% [25] of the participants take observations notes, 73% [29] and 77% [25] of the participants video-record the session, and 70% [25] conduct post-task interviews.

During analysis, UX practitioners use these diverse sources of data to generate coherent descriptions of usability problems, which include possible causes, effects, and solutions [30], following both light-weight and formal analysis procedures. The Instant Data Analysis (IDA) technique is a light weight approach requiring practitioners to perform quick analysis immediately upon the conclusion of a usability testing session [50]. On the other hand, the User Action Framework (UAF) [2] and the Structured Usability Problems EXtraction (SUPEX) framework [15] describe formal standards for analysis. What’s more, templates [14, 54] and guidelines [11] have been developed for organizing problem descriptions, prioritizing the problems (also known as the severity rating [58]), and deriving potential interventions. However, in practice, the analysis is often unstructured, incomplete with no identification of causes or solutions [81], and is informal and lack rigor [30]. Even if practitioners use structured formats, they tend to use homegrown formats developed by themselves or their companies [29].

In sum, there seems to be a gap between recommended guidelines and practices for UX data analysis. This might induce vague evaluation procedures that lead to bias or unclear problem criteria, which result in an overflow of reported issues [38]. As new methods
and tools have emerged since the majority of the studies regarding analysis practices were conducted a decade ago (e.g., [29, 30, 64, 81]), we seek to understand the current practices adopted by UX practitioners when performing independent data analysis, which is usually done prior to collaborating with other practitioners [30].

2.2 Collaborative Data Analysis among UX Practitioners

While collaboration during usability testing happens under various circumstances, such as between a group of participants [19], between UX practitioners and stakeholders [31, 96], and between UX practitioners and experts of complex domains [12], this paper addresses collaboration in the context of UX practitioners working with their colleagues during the data analysis stage.

The Need for Collaboration. Analyzing usability test recordings is challenging and time-consuming [12, 25, 29, 81]. UX practitioners need to pay attention to both the visual and audio channels of the recording while observing user’s actions and writing notes simultaneously [12]. However, in practice, they only have limited time and resources to complete analysis [29]. As a result, they have to juggle between achieving high reliability and validity in their analysis and completing their analysis efficiently [25]. One important way to cope with the tension is to collaborate with other UX practitioners to review test sessions together [25], which not only divides the workload but is also perceived to improve the thoroughness of problem detection [92].

Another benefit of collaboration is alleviating a persistent issue encountered by UX practitioners in UX data analysis—the “evaluator effect,” which refers to the fact that different practitioners tend to identify different sets of UX problems even when analyzing the same test session [38, 44]. This issue exists for novice and experienced practitioners, for problem detection and severity assessment, and for simple and complex systems [38]. The majority of practitioners indeed perceived the “evaluator effect” when merging their individual findings into group evaluations [39]. Collaboration among UX practitioners enables them to view the data from different perspectives, which could lead to an increase in both the reliability [38] and thoroughness of the problems identified [92]. A study has shown that practitioners working in isolation identified significantly fewer usability problems than a team of three to five evaluators [78]. In other words, collaboration allows a higher possibility that all the usability problems in a session can be found and that the analysis is more consistent across practitioners.

Collaboration Practices. Although many UX practitioners recognized the value of collaboration in improving reliability, few collaborated with others when analyzing the same test recording in practice [29]. In an exploratory study with eleven UX practitioners, only three reported having some form of collaboration [30]. More recently, a survey of 197 UX practitioners found that more than half (56%) of the participants analyzed data and wrote informal reports alone and 42% also analyzed data and wrote formal reports alone [25]. One important reason for limited collaboration is that UX practitioners often work on projects that have quick turnaround cycles or limited resources [12, 25, 64].

Another key part of collaboration between UX practitioners is the use of software tools to facilitate session review and analysis. Collaborative software has been shown to support heuristic evaluation in groups, where it allowed groups of evaluators to reduce the number of duplicate usability problems, reach consensus earlier, and improve productivity [62]. Usability testing in general also benefits from collaborative software support. However, this software mainly served as a collaborative writing tool and did not provide any session review functionalities [61]. Moreover, it required the use of an external meeting software for distributed collaboration, which demonstrates the lack of integrated tools that support both analysis and communication among UX practitioners.

Numerous commercial tools are also used by UX practitioners in industry. Although offline tools, such as Morae [100], Noldus Viso [80], and Silverback [95], can be installed on a local machine and allow for reviewing sessions with functionalities like note-taking and marking events on video progress bar, they do not support collaboration well. In contrast, online tools (e.g. UserTesting [105] and FullStory [32]) allow for more flexible collaboration, where multiple UX practitioners can gain access to the same session recordings. However, such tools provide limited data analysis capabilities, which are comprised of session playback, note-taking, and tagging, and practitioners still need to communicate through an external platform to discuss their analysis results. Consequently, UX practitioners often have to put together a generic set of tools on an ad hoc basis that are not designed specifically for their needs [25, 64], such as screen recorders, eye-trackers, prototyping tools, web analytics tools, spreadsheets, text editors, and presentation tools [29], to collaboratively capture and analyze various sources of data.

In sum, despite the necessity of collaboration, UX practitioners face many challenges for collaboration in practice. Although previous research reported how UX practitioners conducted analysis on user evaluations in general [7, 25, 29, 30], the findings did not provide specific insights into practices and factors affecting collaboration and its associated challenges. Therefore, to help identify opportunities to improve collaboration among UX practitioners, we conducted a survey study to first understand UX practitioners’ practices during independent analysis (RQ1), then their practices, challenges, and desired improvements for collaborative analysis in detail (RQ2), and finally how their years of experience and team size might affect analysis and collaboration practices (RQ3).

3 METHOD

We employed a web-based questionnaire survey to reach a broader set of UX practitioners globally since analysis practices are expected to vary among practitioners. This method allowed us to get a diverse sample of respondents at different stages of their career across six continents. Our choice of method is in line with previous survey studies of usability practices [25, 30, 64]. Below we present details about our survey design, recruitment methods, and respondents.

3.1 Survey Design

To address the research questions, the survey was separated into three sections: (1) current independent data analysis practices, (2) practices and challenges of collaboration, and (3) new features for collaboration tools to assist with data analysis. The questions sought to understand background data (practitioner’s work experience and evaluation context), practices and tools used for usability
problem identification, and perceived challenges and desired improvements to support collaboration practices. The majority of survey questions were fixed response items, such as single choice, multiple-choice (i.e. select-all-that-apply), and Likert-scale ratings, which were required. To supplement the fixed responses and gain a deeper understanding, there were eight optional free text questions that sought explanations for why practitioners chose certain responses. These questions also asked about what are the greatest challenges practitioners encounter, how they handle disagreements with colleagues, and how their collaboration could be better supported. For the free response questions, the average length of the answers was three sentences. They were first coded independently by two authors before meeting to discuss and group them into themes. The questions in sections (2) and (3) regarding collaboration practices and challenges were not shown to respondents who answered "1 person (just myself)" for the size of UX team since those questions were not applicable to their work experiences.

3.2 Testing the Survey Tool
To pretest the survey, we followed Dillman’s suggested three stage process [20]. First, the survey was reviewed by colleagues to uncover potential misinterpretations and additional questions that may have been overlooked. Next, we discussed the survey plan with UX practitioners to ensure the sufficient motivation for the survey as well as communication clarity. Finally, we performed pilot-testing with four UX practitioners to identify any flaws in the survey questions and distribution platform to ensure that the length is appropriate.

3.3 Respondent Recruitment
The survey was approved by the authors’ institutional review board (IRB) and was deployed in late 2020. It was conducted through Qualtrics and was accessed by all respondents through an anonymous link. The respondents were required to be UX practitioners with prior experience conducting usability evaluations. The respondents were recruited through several channels; invitations were distributed via mailing lists of local UXPA (i.e., User Experience Professional Association) chapters around the world (which requires qualification verifications for their members), UX Professional groups on LinkedIn, and industry connections. As incentives to participate in the survey, all respondents who recorded their e-mail address could get early access to the project results and were included in a lottery for $30.

3.4 Data Quality
We took multiple precautions to ensure data quality. We provided plain descriptions of terms to explain the options, such as “collaborative writing: team members can make annotations on same recording”. Respondents were informed that data collection was fully anonymous to avoid bias. Respondents who chose to leave their email address for the lottery were assured that the e-mail addresses would be separated from the questionnaire data. We also discarded certain responses from the total 309 attempts of the questionnaire to ensure data quality. We excluded 30 responses for leaving after the first few questions (26), declining to provide consent (3), and selecting "Strongly Agree" across all Likert scales, which suggests that each statement was not read carefully (1).

3.5 Respondent Demographics
We received a total of 279 valid responses. Average survey completion time was 6.8 minutes (Md= 6.2). Table 1 shows a summary of respondents’ demographics and work experience. They worked across six continents with the largest number of respondents in North America, which was likely because it shared the largest number of companies and was where the survey was distributed from. Nonetheless, there were reasonable numbers of respondents in Asia and Europe. One limitation was the small number of responses from other continents, which will be discussed in Sec. 6.

We received a near equal distribution for respondents with less than 1 year, 1-2 years, and 3-5 years of prior work experience, making up a total of 79% with 5 years or less of experience working in UX. Over half (53%) of the respondents worked on teams consisting of 2-5 people, with only 17% reporting they worked with teams greater than 5 people. Interestingly, 30% of the respondents were the only UX practitioner on their team.

4 FINDINGS
In the process of analyzing usability testing sessions, it is typical that individual analysis is done prior to collaboration [30]. Thus, it is important to gain an understanding of the practices used in
the individual portion. In this section, we will first discuss their independent analysis practices (RQ1), then we will discuss in greater detail their collaboration (RQ2), and correlations with prior UX experience and team size (RQ3).

4.1 RQ1: Independent Data Analysis Practices

Our analysis revealed two themes about individual data analysis practices: frequency and time spent on usability testing and resources used for usability problem identification.

4.1.1 Frequency and Time Spent on Usability Testing. Figure 1 shows that the highest portion of the respondents conducted usability testing monthly (37%), followed by quarterly (27%), and weekly (22%). Among the 24 respondents who chose “Other”, over half of them (59%) reported that the frequency varied depending on the schedule of the projects and that some projects may need multiple rounds of testing.

Figure 1: Frequency of conducting usability testing ($N = 279$, single – select)

Figure 2 shows that 41% of the respondents only had 1-3 days to analyze data collected from usability testing sessions and 29% of them had 4-6 days. Since the majority (70%) of the respondents needed to complete their analysis within one week of the usability testing session, there is significant time pressure on most UX practitioners. Indeed, a similar proportion (66%) of respondents “somewhat agreed” or “strongly agreed” that they found it time-consuming to conduct data analysis ($Md=4$, IQR$^2=1$).

Figure 2: Time spent on analyzing data collected from usability testing sessions ($N = 279$, single – select)

4.1.2 Resources Used for Usability Problem Identification. Figure 3 shows that the majority (90%) of the respondents reviewed written notes from sessions (either their own or their team members’ observational notes), 66% of them reviewed video recordings, and 58% of them reviewed audio recordings. 11% of the respondents reported other resources including automated transcripts, qualitative data from interviews, testing software (e.g., UserTesting [104], UserZoom [106]), heatmaps and polls, and periodic industry reports.

This is in line with the findings of a 2020 international survey showing that 89% of respondents reviewed observation notes and 77% reviewed session recordings (both audio and video) [25]. However, an earlier interview study from 2010 found that the majority of respondents relied mainly on their notes and memory for analysis instead of doing a full analysis of recordings [30]. This suggests that more UX practitioners use recordings more often nowadays than before, which could be due to recent advancements in technology and remote usability testing. However, written notes remain the most used method, highlighting the importance in the quality of the original notes from sessions.

Figure 3: Resources reviewed when conducting data analysis ($N = 279$, multi – select)

Figure 4 shows that almost half (49%) of the respondents used established heuristics and design principles. Similarly, almost half (48%) followed a customized format. Since respondents were allowed to select multiple options, they could have used a combination of established and customized formats as well.

Figure 4: Structured formats used when describing identified problems ($N = 279$, multi – select)

Specifically, as shown in Figure 5, Nielsen’s 10 usability heuristics [77] were the most popular among the respondents with the majority (82%) of them using it when detecting and describing problems. Over half (56%) of them used Norman’s 6 design principles [82]. Furthermore, respondents also reported using other UX evaluation guidelines and standards, including the International Usability and UX Qualification Board [107], the MeCUE questionnaire for UX assessment [68], the Gestalt Principles of Design [51], heuristics for mobile computing [6], and the ISO 9241-110 Standard for Ergonomics of Human-System Interaction [43].

When using these standard heuristics, principles, and guidelines, respondents also modified them to cater to their companies’ needs. The free responses revealed their reasons, which included adding more context to the heuristics to make it clearer to non-experts. Many of them did not change the core meaning of the heuristics but...
rather the language, which allowed them to better communicate the findings to stakeholders and other audiences.

In addition to identifying UX problems, most (75%) of the respondents rated the severity of the problems. Since assigning severity classifications was suggested by prior work [30], our findings showed the different factors that respondents considered while doing so (see Figure 6). Specifically, the majority (87%) of them considered “the impact of the issue”, followed by “the frequency of the issue” (66%), “the persistence of the issue” (43%), and “the time needed to fix the issue” (42%). Moreover, a small percentage of respondents (5%) reported also considering the potential cost to fix the issue, the scope of the issue, and whether it had any relation to previously uncovered problems.

**Figure 6: Factors considered when assigning severity levels (N = 208, multi − select)**

### 4.2 RQ2: Collaborative Data Analysis Practices, Challenges, and Desired Improvements

#### 4.2.1 Collaboration Purposes and Circumstances

The top three purposes for collaboration, as shown in Figure 7, were to **identify more usability problems** (74%), **generate more redesign suggestions** (62%), and **improve reliability of results** (47%). This finding suggests that respondents were aware that collaboration could increase the completeness and reliability of their analysis, which would be beneficial to address the “evaluator effect” [38].

In this survey, **improving reliability of results** was only the third-frequently chosen option which is in contrast to prior findings of this being the top driver for collaboration [29]. One explanation for this could stem from the format of the question. In the prior survey, it was a single-choice question where 47% of respondents selected **improving reliability of results**. In this survey, it was selected by over half (57%) of the respondents. This result suggests that most of respondents did pay attention to the reliability of their analysis. However, it was less frequently considered as compared to more result-oriented purposes such as increasing the quantity of usability problems and redesign suggestions. Additionally, respondents provided free-form responses in terms of their purposes for collaboration, and the top responses were to “save money”, “consolidate paper work”, and “ensure everyone’s voices are heard.” The awareness of the importance of collaboration was demonstrated by respondents who mentioned that different perspectives are critical to identifying as many issues and potential solutions as possible.

As shown in Figure 8, most of the collaboration between colleagues happened when they conducted data analysis **individually on different user sessions before merging** (52%). This resembles a *divide and conquer* approach and allows the UX practitioners to save time as it reduces the workload for a single practitioner. The second most common approach was to conduct analysis **together in a group discussion** (49%). Furthermore, over half (52%) of these discussions took place **directly after the usability testing session**, 46% took place **within a week**, and only 2% took place **more than a week after**. This is in line with our earlier finding that the majority (70%) of respondents only have less than a week to analyze data from usability testing (see Figure 2).

In contrast, only 37% of the respondents conducted data analysis **individually on the same user session before merging**. This phenomenon was echoed in the free-form responses as many respondents mentioned that even though they worked on a team with other UX practitioners, only one person was responsible for analyzing all usability testing sessions for a single product in the company.

**Figure 7: Purposes of collaboration between UX practitioners (N = 195, multi − select)**

**Figure 8: Circumstances of collaboration between UX practitioners (N = 195, multi − select)**

Another vital factor to successful collaboration is having effective communication between colleagues [48, 98]. Thus, we asked respondents what type of communication they use most often to discuss work-related content with their colleagues. Almost three-quarters (73%) of the respondents chose synchronous methods such as meetings or phone calls, whereas 27% use asynchronous methods such as emails. Indeed, their choice of communication method is in line with their preference as the majority (68%) selected “somewhat agree” or “strongly agree” to the prompt “I prefer to talk to my colleague directly rather than type through chat” (Md=4, IQR=2). In their explanations, respondents mentioned that “there is always a
need for synchronous communication in between asynchronous discussions” and that “it’s hard to put together a presentation or align on findings without real-time discussions.”

4.2.2 Platforms that Support Collaboration. The respondents used a total of 31 different platforms for collaboration while conducting data analysis of user sessions, which were grouped into various categories (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9: Different categories of platforms used for collaboration while conducting data analysis (N = 195, multi-select)](image)

The majority (78%) of respondents used online document management platforms which included Google Workspace (e.g., Docs, Sheets, Slides, and Forms) [33] and Microsoft SharePoint [66]. The next popular category was online user research and testing tools, which was used by 39% of the respondents. Examples include UserTesting [105], UserZoom [106], Useberry [103]. These platforms provide functionalities like note-taking and marking events on the video progress bar on top of basic usability test support such as screen recording, survey administration, and results exporting. Respondents often used combinations of these top two categories. For example, one respondent described that they used Google Slides and Sheets to collaborate during data analysis since it was fast and real-time, but still found it easier to share a link to the UserTesting study when reviewing videos and participant data.

Although offline user research and testing tools offer similar functionalities, they do not support flexible collaboration. For example, it is difficult for multiple UX practitioners to gain access to the same session recordings when stored locally. In fact, only 5% of the respondents currently used offline platforms, such as Morae [100], which will likely continue to decrease as online remote user testing platforms gain more popularity [74]. Other categories include visual design platforms such as Miro [69], Mural [42], and Figma [28] (14%), project management platforms such as Jira [4], Confluence [3], and Trello [5] (7%), and communication platforms such as Microsoft Teams [67] and Zoom [116] (4%).

Respondents had mixed feelings about the use of many tools to support their collaborative data analysis. On the one hand, respondents mentioned that they like having the option of many tools as it gives them the choice to use something that they are comfortable with. On the other hand, respondents felt that “if there are too many tools, it can get confusing especially if there isn’t a main one the team has agreed to rely on most.”

4.2.3 Challenges of Collaboration. As shown in Figure 10, respondents encountered various challenges during collaboration. Almost two-thirds (62%) of respondents encountered situations where they disagreed with their colleagues during data analysis (Md=4, IQR=1). Moreover, finding it difficult to merge analysis from multiple evaluators was also considered as a challenge by over two-thirds (70%) of respondents (Md=4, IQR=1). When disagreements occurred, 61% of them would make a case for their decisions and try to convince their colleagues (Md=4, IQR=1).

Regarding their approaches to managing disagreements, most of the respondents (82%) would have a discussion in-person or through video/voice call and 33% would have a discussion through chat. Other strategies include involving another person as the mediator (24%) and asking another person to be the tie-breaker (23%). Some respondents provided additional strategies in the free responses, which includes approaching management or a supervisor with both sets of findings and asking them to make the decision. One respondent stated that they rarely disagreed on a usability problem, but rather the priority of a problem. When this was the case, they “refer[f]ed to the main goal of the study and then reflect[ed] on what the client would find most helpful and actionable.” Another response was creating an anonymous board to list down the issues and then voting on it at the next group meeting. In the case where a designer was part of the discussion, one respondent mentioned they would let the designer of the test product make the final call. Interestingly, one respondent wrote “have manager make decision to go with my advice over the others”, which suggests that they would try to convince their manager to listen to their advice first. If they are under time pressure and still can’t reach an agreement on a certain issue, respondents mentioned two strategies in particular: (1) asking the leader to make the final decision, and (2) presenting their results with an explanation that covers both interpretations since “most likely one person isn’t wrong, it is simply that the interpretations are based on different viewpoints.”

![Figure 10: Likert scale rating of challenges encountered when conducting analysis (N = 195)](image)

The responses for the greatest challenges that UX practitioners have encountered when collaborating on data analysis were analyzed and grouped into the following themes:

**Data-related challenges:**

1. **Data storage and access issues:** Respondents found it difficult to store all the data and analysis associated with usability testing in “a visually organized, quick and easily accessible way for follow-up discussions” with colleagues.

2. **Data analysis challenges:** Respondents mentioned some aspects of data analysis were especially tedious or difficult,

---

This divergent color scheme was based on an established color-blind friendly palette [101].
such as “clean[ing] up software produced transcripts”, “con-duct[ing] qualitative analysis of text”, “setting the frame for insight extraction”, “synthesizing findings into actionable rec-

ommendations”, and “remember[ing] a specific point of time after the session has ended”.

Coworking and communication challenges:

(1) Inconsistent coding strategies: Respondents had difficulty reaching agreement on what codes or labels the transcript should be used to analyze texts. Respondents felt that “it’s not always clear how to analyze and it’s hard to change in the middle.” It was also difficult to “merge data analysis from many re-

searchers and notify others about the updates”.

(2) Contrasting priorities: Respondents struggle to convince col-

leagues to have a “problem-first” mentality instead of rushing to a solution without careful research and analysis. Another respondent even had difficulty “getting everyone in the room to listen to the analysis due to different priorities and values between colleagues and clients”.

(3) Mismatch of experience: Respondents were not confident in their colleagues’ capabilities to analyze data. The team consisted of varying levels of “maturity when it comes to UX understanding”, leading to inefficiencies in collaboration such as extra time [needed] to set the frame for analysis.

(4) Biased feedback: Respondents found that getting honest opin-

ions from their team was sometimes a challenge as their colleagues were “biased to give positive feedback”.

Environmental challenges:

(1) Lack of resources: Many respondents did not have enough time or budget for multiple people analyze each recording. One of them even needed to “convince stakeholders that it requires more time than they think” and another mentioned that there was “no budget for real analysis”. We also found that 30% of the respondents were the only UX practitioner on their team and one mentioned “lack of a second opinion” as their biggest challenge. This illustrates the prevalence of resource constraints, where they have to work alone without others to double check their analysis results.

(2) Remote work issues: Respondents mentioned that “commu-

nicating with the team is challenging when we can’t speak” due to working from home. The process of getting quick feedback on a usability problem from the team requires waiting for a response or setting up a meeting, which causes delays and inefficiencies. The COVID-19 pandemic—the time at which this survey was conducted—might affect this finding as many workplaces shifted from in-office to working from home [9]. We will discuss it in Section 6.

(3) Limitations of software tools: Some respondents were frus-

trated with managing “so many columns in the Excel sheet and it’s too tiring to go back and forth [between columns]”.

Others were used to paper analysis where they can “put multiple different color post-its or highlight the sheets with notes”. However, these features are missing in some analysis software and they feel the need for a “quick way to relate different types of data”.

4.2.4 Desired Features in New Collaboration Tools. We also wanted to understand what features respondents would prefer in an all-

inclusive user testing analysis tool that supports collaboration between UX practitioners. They assigned each of the five collaboration features a value from 1 (least important) to 5 (most important), shown in Figure 11.

From the most important to the least, the features were 1) shared content (team members can access same video/audio recordings) (Md=4, IQR=2), 2) collaborative writing (team members can make annotations on the same recording) (Md=4, IQR=2), 3) integrated voice/video call in analysis software (Md=3, IQR=3), 4) Integrated instant messaging in analysis software (Md=3, IQR=2), and 5) Revision history (team members can track changes for annotations) (Md=2, IQR=2). Overall, more than half (58%) of the respondents “somewhat agreed” or “strongly agreed” that they needed new tools to support their data analysis and collaboration process (Md=4, IQR=1). The main suggestions for improvements gathered from the free-form responses include:

- Being able to schedule meetings and attach materials in the invitation to team members from within the data analysis tool so that the materials are readily available and organized.
- Having an easier way to export findings and notes from the data collection tool to a usable format like Word.
- Having one spot to consolidate the findings with coworkers in addition to the notes and session recordings.

4.3 RQ3: Correlations

We conducted Pearson’s chi-squared test for sets of categorical data to evaluate how likely it is that any observed differences arose by chance [16]. We also utilized Cramer’s V as a measure of the strength of the association between variables (effect size) [16].

4.3.1 Years of UX Experience. Table 2 shows the collaboration prac-

tices that have significant differences between respondents with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration practices</th>
<th>( \chi^2 ) (16)</th>
<th>( \chi^2 ) (4)</th>
<th>( \chi^2 ) (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Found it time consuming to conduct data analysis</td>
<td>32.1, ( N = 279 ), ( p &lt; .01 ), ( V = .17 ) * *</td>
<td>15.2, ( N = 279 ), ( p &lt; .01 ), ( V = .23 ) * *</td>
<td>11.6, ( N = 279 ), ( p &lt; .05 ), ( V = .20 ) *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Analysis and collaboration practices that have significant differences for varying years of UX experience
different years of UX experience. Fig 12 provides a visualization of these observed trends.

First, as years of UX experience grew, respondents were more likely to agree and strongly agree that it is time-consuming to conduct data analysis. Although overall 66% of respondents felt it was time-consuming, the highest proportion (76%) occurred in respondents with over 10 years. One reason may be that experienced respondents have a better understanding of the workload and difficulty in conducting a thorough data analysis based on their years of experience; it could also be that they tend to have other responsibilities that take up their time such as managing projects and meeting with stakeholders.

Second, the more years of UX experience that respondents had, the more likely they might use a customized format made by themselves or their companies when composing analysis reports. Almost 70% of respondents with 10 or more years of UX experience used a custom format, compared to only 34% with less than a year. Practitioners with more experience tended to modify heuristics to fit their needs and prioritize the severity of the identified problems.

Lastly, with greater years of UX experience more respondents had the more likely they might try to convince colleagues when disagreements occurred. 91% of respondents with over 10 years were significantly more likely to involve another person as the mediator when managing disagreements between colleagues. 43% of respondents on a team of 11 or more people would do so, compared to just 35% of respondents on a team of 2-5 people and 19% of respondents on a team of 6-10 people. This may be because larger teams tend to have more resources to create custom heuristics or modify existing ones to fit their needs and prioritize the severity of the identified problems.

Another trend seen in Fig 13 is that respondents on a larger team were more likely to make a case for their decisions and try to convince their colleague when disagreements occur. 57% of respondents on a team of 2-5 people did. These two trends may be because larger teams tend to have more people available to play the role of a mediator. For teams with only two people, involving another person takes more effort since they might need to find someone from another team and explain the context on the disagreement.

Lastly, respondents on a team of 6-10 people (77%) were more likely to try to convince their colleague when disagreements occur compared to 57% of them on a team of 2-5 people and 62% of them with 11 and above.

**5 DISCUSSION**

In this section, we discuss the key findings and present related design considerations for creating faster-paced and more reliable analysis and collaboration among UX practitioners.

**5.1 Modes of Collaboration**

For the respondents whose companies have the resources for multiple UX practitioners, collaboration generally falls under three modes: the most frequent mode used by over half (52%) of the respondents is to independently analyze different portions of the data first with little or no overlap before collaboration (i.e., divide and
conquer). This mode highlights how UX practitioners cope with the tension between reliability and efficiency of data analysis [25]. However, while evaluators may collectively find more problems, each usability test session is essentially only reviewed by one evaluator, who might miss problems due to the “evaluator effect” [38].

The second-most frequently used (49%) mode is to collaboratively analyze the sessions with little or no independent analysis (i.e., group analysis). The prevalence of this type of group analysis echoes the findings of Følstad et al. [29]. However, its advantages and disadvantages are not well-understood as there is a gap in the literature on conducting analysis in groups [29]. Law and Hvannberg studied the process of consolidating usability problems individually vs. collaboratively in a within-subjects design and revealed a tendency towards collaborative settings [56]. However, a follow-up between-subjects study found no significant differences between practitioners in the two settings, suggesting that the consolidation process does not benefit from positive group decision effects [40]. It is worth noting that participants from both studies were novice practitioners (i.e., students with limited or no background knowledge in UX), so their results might not be generalizable to practitioners with more experience. Indeed, our results (Table 2) also suggest that years of UX experience may affect their collaboration practices. As a result, the benefits of group analysis remain unclear for UX practitioners who have a variety of experience. In order to preserve the reliability of the results, it is critical to investigate best-practice guidelines and procedures for group analysis.

The third mode is to independently analyze the same set of data and then collaborate. Although prior research suggested that this type of collaboration could improve reliability [38] and is recommended [29], our study found that only 37% of respondents practiced this collaboration mode. One potential reason might be that it requires more human effort for the same amount of data as it requires more than one practitioner to look at the same session. Furthermore, these practitioners would have to spend additional time consolidating their analyses. Indeed, 70% of our respondents felt it was difficult to merge analysis from individual practitioners, which may lead to more time costs.

5.2.1 Design Consideration Based on Analysis Tools. Establish processes for analysis in groups and balance the trade-offs between efficiency and validity. We uncovered the three modes of collaboration among UX practitioners. However, it remains an open question of what are the advantages and disadvantages of the three collaboration modes in terms of improving completeness and reliability of usability testing results. Although the third mode was recommended by prior work [29], such mode has higher time costs compared to the other two modes. The other modes are at odds with recommended practices where evaluation performance should be based on thoroughness, validity, and reliability [30, 37] with the aim of minimizing the “evaluator effect” [38]. However, in reality, the time and resources of a particular company should also be taken into account. As previously mentioned, the lack of time and resources is a key challenge that respondents faced, which was echoed by previous surveys of UX practitioners in industry [12, 25, 29, 81]. Thus, one possible advantage for group analysis could be to save time as more people may lead to faster identification of usability problems and having in-situ discussions could avoid the need of a second meeting to merge the results from different practitioners. Due to the trade-offs between time and reliability, one important question is to help UX practitioners determine when they have conducted sufficient analysis (e.g. at what point can they stop). For example, Nielsen and Landauer presented a model showing the proportion of usability problems in an interface found using various numbers of practitioners [78]. The proportion increased as the number of practitioners increased, thus the use of at least three practitioners was recommended [78]. However, this model was based on independent analysis of the same data from multiple practitioners. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate methods to extend this model for analysis conducted in groups. Future research should explore ways of collaboration that achieve a balance between validity and efficiency in UX data analysis, which is a key challenge that UX practitioners face [25].

5.2 Tools Used for Analysis

Our findings suggest that there is a lack of resources in the types of tools available to support both data analysis and collaboration at the same time. The 31 different tools used by the respondents fell into seven categories (e.g. online document management platforms, online user research and testing tools, and visual design platforms). The variety in the types of tools provides evidence that respondents have to switch between different platforms. This may cause overhead in trying to review data, conduct analysis, and then communicate and merge these findings with colleagues. During this process, there could be many difficulties such as storing and keeping track of separate recordings and analysis documents. These data storage and access issues were mentioned as a key challenge by respondents. Respondents also had mixed feelings about the use of many tools. Despite being flexible, having multiple tools was also confusing.

5.2.1 Design Consideration Based on Analysis Tools. Develop one integrated environment to support UX practitioners in reviewing usability test sessions, performing data analysis, and collaborating. One of the main improvements that respondents suggested was “having one spot to consolidate the findings with coworkers.” Building a platform that allows UX practitioners to review usability test sessions, conduct data analysis, and communicate with their team would also mitigate the overhead of needing to use multiple tools. Numerous commercial tools have been developed to support UX practitioners with conducting usability test and reviewing test session data, including UserZoom [106] and FullStory [32]. While these tools allow multiple team members to access the same recordings, their data analysis capabilities are mostly limited to session playback, note-taking, and mouse point clouds. Thus, it is important to design tools to meet the unique analysis needs that generic tools (e.g., Google Sheets [33]) do not support well, such as adding heuristics, which was a common practice among 76% of the respondents and have been shown to be effective in enabling practitioners to uncover more usability problems [55]. In addition, such tools should consider to visualize subtle behavioral patterns that might indicate UX problems [24, 27], such as the sentiment of users’ words and their abnormal tones. What’s more, such tools should also integrate collaboration features (e.g. dimension coverage of data [88, 115], radar views [35], synchronized annotation timeline [90]) to support UX practitioners to discuss and consolidate their
individual analyses while still having access to both the raw session recordings and their analysis notes in one integrated environment. For example, collaborative data analysis can benefit from *displaying data dimension coverage of history* [88, 89] or highlights of previously investigated data in a graph visualization [115]. In addition, radar views provide awareness of where one is working relative to their remote collaborators in a virtually shared workspace [35]. A synchronized annotation timeline supports collaborative video annotations by distributing work and sharing results simultaneously [90]. Collaborative writing tools such as Google Docs [33] have implemented variations of these features, such as showing edit history and collaborators’ cursor locations to increase workspace awareness. However, more research is warranted to explore how to integrate these features into future tools that support analysis of usability testing data like video recordings and meet the unique needs of UX practitioners.

In terms of communication needs, more respondents preferred integrated *voice/video call in analysis software* rather than integrated *instant messaging*. However, current collaborative writing tools mainly employ the use of comments, while relying on external meeting software for synchronous collaboration. An explanation for the observed preference could be because voice/video calls are considered *as richer* according to Media Richness Theory since it contains auditory (and possibly visual) signals that facilitate faster connections [17]. In contrast, text-based media are considered less personal but more efficient when used during task-oriented conversations [111]. Another point to consider is that voice/video calls can only support synchronous collaboration whereas instant messaging supports both synchronous and asynchronous (where one can reply at a later time) [63]. Future designers should consider these trade-offs when developing an integrated system for collaboration and data analysis as different forms of communication have been shown to affect patterns of interaction between collaborators and effectiveness of work outcome [63, 83].

### 5.3 Implications of Prior UX Experience

The correlations that we found in Sec. 4.3 suggest that prior UX experience is related to certain data analysis and collaboration practices. As years of experience grow, respondents were more likely to agree that it *is time-consuming to conduct analysis on recordings* and also more likely to treat “improve reliability of results” as a *purpose for collaboration*. Higher awareness of the time-consuming nature of analysis and the importance of reliability could potentially lead to more thorough and robust analysis results. This is supported by prior studies showing that novice practitioners, who had not received training on user interface design principles, performed considerably worse than UX specialists and much worse than double specialists, i.e. those having expertise in user interface design and the domain of the software system [76]. In relation to collaboration, survey respondents mentioned the lack of confidence in their colleagues’ capabilities to analyze data as a key challenge. Since the team consisted of varying levels of maturity when it comes to UX understanding; it led to extra time needed to set the frame of analysis while collaborating.

#### 5.3.1 Design Considerations Based on UX Experience. Effectively integrate team members with different qualifications and UX background. The behavioral model of group performance proposed by Sauer et al. states that the advantage of groups compared to individuals stems from increased task expertise [91]. Thus, the team performance may improve only if a team succeeds with integrating members with different qualifications, perspectives, and knowledge [18]. For example, teams could participate in certain interventions like *team training*, which have been shown to improve work team effectiveness through goal-setting and team building [10]. Future work, such as in-depth qualitative studies, can be conducted to further explore the reasons behind other collaboration trends observed with years of UX experience.

### 5.4 Impact of Emerging Technologies on UX Practices

#### 5.4.1 Recent Technological Changes. Over the past ten years, technology has advanced at a rapid pace and UX practices must adapt to these fast-growing innovative environments. There has been an emergence of start-up companies, which frequently guide their software development using agile practices [86]. These companies are typically limited in human resources, leading to difficulties in hiring experienced UX practitioners and inadequate usability testing practices [52]. One survey found that the top hindrance to UX practices in start-up companies was the short turnaround time for analysis [94], which is a challenge echoed by our survey results. Furthermore, 32% of UX practitioners in start-up companies also experienced “communication and collaboration gaps between UX and other professionals” [94]. Thus, how to make UX practices more lightweight to match agile practices and timeboxed sprints without compromising validity remains a key challenge [25, 41, 94].

In addition to changes in company structure, the popularization of everyday technology, such as wireless headphones, smartwatches, smart speakers, and VR headsets, has sparked new research on evaluating the UX of these products. For example, researchers conducted focus groups and surveys to determine attributes affecting the UX of headphones [45], longitudinal studies to improve smartwatch wearability [46], and in-depth interviews to investigate the UX of smart speakers [112]. Furthermore, traditional questionnaires like the System Usability Scale (SUS) [59] were insufficient for VR headsets, which require additional considerations like motion sickness [1]. Thus, researchers have developed custom scales for measuring the UX of VR headsets [114]. In term of analysis resources, our survey showed that the majority of the respondents still used Nielsen’s usability heuristics [77] and Norman’s design principles [82]. However, they also modified them to cater to their specific products. The need to update heuristics for new technology is evident in recent studies that utilized custom usability principles to evaluate smartwatches [13]. Recently, researchers also proposed a set of adapted heuristics for conversational agents [53] and for VR products [75], based on testing and feedback by experts. Future work should develop sets of reusable heuristics that apply to new categories of products.

Aside from evaluating the UX of new products, recent advances in VR/AR technology have also been leveraged to develop new UX design and analysis methods [49]. For example, respondents mentioned that they used physical post-its during analysis and found this feature missing in software tools. Researchers recently...
designed a VR system for writing and organizing virtual post-it notes that overcomes physical limitations like lack of space [57]. Another AR application was developed to help users find specific post-its, cluster information, and visualize cluster metrics using AR overlays [99]. Although research demonstrated the effectiveness of such methods, they lack collaboration considerations and have limited adoption in industry. Thus, future work could explore how to enhance the collaboration capabilities of VR/AR systems for UX analysis and smoothly integrate them into existing practices.

For the detection of UX problems, recent advances in AI show that it is possible to automate parts of this process. Researchers leveraged AI to assess the usability of digital interfaces [34, 36, 47, 84, 85]. For example, user interaction events were utilized to create machine learning (ML) classifiers to detect usability issues of websites [34, 85], mobile applications [47], and VR applications [36]. However, these methods were primarily based on textual interaction logs, which are only available for specific types of interfaces. Depending on click and scroll maps limits their applicability to products without network connectivity such as coffee makers. In contrast, we found that respondents mainly used written notes, audio, and video recordings when conducting data analysis. Similar to how UX practitioners analyzed users’ behaviors in recordings, researchers developed an AI that could infer when the participant encountered a problem during a think-aloud test session by analyzing the subtle speech patterns in their verbalizations [23]. While promising, such methods need improvements in accuracy and explainability to enhance users’ trust [60]. Thus, to better help UX practitioners without disrupting their current workflow, AI systems might be designed to play an assistive role in analyzing the data and resources that UX practitioners are currently using including session recordings, written notes, and transcripts.

5.4.2 Towards Human-AI Collaboration for UX Analysis. Recent research has suggested that users exhibit subtle speech patterns such as abnormal pitch and speech rate when encountering usability problems [24]. Two-thirds of our respondents reviewed video recordings, which echoes the findings of prior work showing that UX practitioners use multi-modal information from both the acoustic and visual channels [12]. When they attend to many signals simultaneously, they may not notice these subtle speech patterns. Thus, there is an opportunity for AI to assist practitioners in detecting and highlighting subtle speech patterns. In fact, recently, researchers began to design AI-assisted UX analysis tools, such as VisTA [26] and CoUX [97], to help UX practitioners with analyzing usability test sessions by presenting automatically-extracted problem-indicators to them. Although VisTA demonstrated the promise of human-AI collaboration for UX evaluation, it was designed to assist individual practitioners. As a collaborative tool, CoUX was evaluated with pairs of UX practitioners, but the AI assistance was limited to video analysis [97]. Thus, future work should investigate ways to integrate AI to support the human-human collaboration process for UX evaluation. For example, one particular challenge experienced by over two-thirds of the respondents was merging analysis from multiple evaluators. The AI system could possibly act as a tie-breaker which is a strategy employed by almost one-quarter of the respondents. Another possible role for the AI system is to learn from conversations between practitioners and recognize disagreements to make appropriate suggestions. Thus, more research is warranted to determine whether and to what extent should AI be involved in the analysis process, since many human collaborators face challenges in understanding AI’s capabilities or envisioning what it might be [113].

In addition to the state-of-the-art research prototypes, some commercially available tools that our respondents used already contain features derived from AI and ML. For example, analytical platforms like UserTesting [105] and PlaybookUX [87] offer sentiment analysis which detects whether the participant is expressing positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. Furthermore, UserTesting also provides “smart tags” where predefined situations such as confusion, dislike, or suggestion are automatically labelled [105]. There are also data-informed analytical tools like MixPanel [70] which provides correlation analysis on retention data, and UXTesting [108] which automatically detects participants’ emotions. Since these features are relatively new, their effectiveness is yet to be validated. Moreover, the UX community may benefit from integrating more subtle behavioral patterns (e.g., verbalization and speech indicators of UX problems [24, 27]) into existing tools.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our survey respondents were from six continents with varying levels of UX experience. Thus, the findings are expected to provide a reasonably informative perspective of practices and challenges in collaboration during the data analysis phase among UX practitioners around the world. However, the number of responses from different continents was mismatched. While the majority of the data came from North America, Asia, and Europe, relatively fewer responses were from Latin America, Africa, and Oceania. Thus, one should be cautious about generalizing the findings to UX practitioners. Indeed, our research calls for more work to investigate UX practices and challenges in under-represented regions of our survey, such as countries in Africa, Latin America, and Oceania. Furthermore, studying and comparing the practices and challenges of UX practitioners in different countries could inform the UX community about the impact of culture on UX data analysis and collaboration, which will further help the community design customized collaborative UX data analysis strategies and tools.

This survey was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, so there is a possibility that the findings would not be representative of all time. During the pandemic, certain issues may be at the forefront of the respondents’ minds, such as remote collaboration being brought up as their greatest challenge. As articles have shown how the COVID-19 pandemic has changed product users [73], future work can also explore its impacts on UX practitioners. Furthermore, we focused on collaboration between UX practitioners within the same company and found correlations of analysis behaviors based on the in-house UX team size. However, cross-company collaboration is also a common practice for companies who cannot afford to hire expertise and maintain testing facilities [21] or have products that are sold in different countries or languages [72]. Prior research suggested that cross-company collaboration happened in the form of outsourcing participant recruitment [72], small subtasks such as transcription [8], or complete evaluations to usability testing.
services [21, 71]. These collaboration modes included tasks that were not directly related to data analysis, which was the focus of our research, but may lead to other challenges such as language barriers, sub-quality reports, and deviations from expected practices [21, 71, 72]. Thus, future work should further explore the state of cross-company collaborations in recent years with a focus on how the COVID-19 pandemic may have affected these practices.

In this survey, we focused on the analysis of data collected from usability testing, which only covers the pragmatic aspect of UX research. However, the UX community believes it is also valuable to consider the hedonic aspects, which refers to the momentary pleasures we experience when interacting with a product [65, 109]. Furthermore, there is research on how UX is related to eudaimonia, in which users gain meaning from need fulfillment [65] and how perceived beauty and aesthetics impact UX [102, 109]. Based on these aspects, future work should investigate how UX practitioners collect and analyze data for evaluating the overall product quality. From these findings, we can propose tools to better assist with discovering hedonic and eudaimonic issues in addition to task-oriented usability issues.

Our survey study primarily provides a quantitative understanding of UX practitioners’ current practices, challenges, and opportunities in data analysis and collaboration even though it also offers qualitative insights via open-ended questions. To better understand the rich reasons behind the phenomena that our study revealed, more qualitative research, such as in-depth interviews with UX practitioners from different industrial sections in different continents, should be conducted. In particular, it is worth investigating different standards and principles that UX practitioners use for problem identification and merging and their considerations for choosing one over the other. Furthermore, as disagreements tend to occur during collaboration, it is valuable to gain a deeper understanding of their strategies for managing disagreements, in particular regarding whether there is a problem and what the severity level should be. Last but not least, as our study revealed that they would have a discussion with other practitioners to resolve disagreements, it would be interesting to explore the content of their conversations when discussing disagreements to better understand the nature of the disagreements and how they manage to gain a consensus.

7 CONCLUSION

We have conducted an international survey to understand the practices and challenges of collaboration in the context of conducting data analysis on usability test sessions. Based on the responses of 279 participants who had varying UX experience and worked in different geographic locations, we found that UX practitioners collaborate to primarily identify more usability problems and generate redesign suggestions, and to improve reliability of results to a lesser extent. We identified three modes of collaboration: independently analyze different portions of the data with little or no overlap and then collaborate (i.e., divide and conquer), collaboratively analyze the session with little or no independent analysis (i.e., group analysis), and independently analyze the same set of data and then collaborate. Although the third mode was recommended by the literature, it was least adopted among our respondents because it was perceived to be more time-consuming than the other two. Moreover, most of the respondents encountered challenges related to lack of time as 70% needed to complete analysis within 1 week, impacting their choice of collaboration modes. These findings highlight an opportunity to address the trade-offs between efficiency and validity of analysis results. What’s more, respondents also experienced disagreements with colleagues regarding usability problems and difficulty in merging analysis from multiple practitioners. Our survey findings could potentially inform UX practitioners about how their colleagues perceive collaboration during data analysis. In addition, our findings reveal opportunities for developing better methods and tools to facilitate collaboration during analysis, for example, developing an integrated platform to support both analysis and collaboration in one place, establishing group analysis procedures, supporting both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration, and integrating team members with various skill levels.
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